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Advisor Company Relocations

Our tips from A to Z



Budget planning
Do you need a cost estimate? We determine the total volume and develop a first possible schedule.

Disposal
Are some items of your inventory no longer required? We take on the disposal, naturally in an environmentally friendly 
manner and documented.

Equipment
Which technical equipment can be sensibly used for your move? Exterior elevators, air-suspension removal vans as a rule with 
elevating platform, transport trucks, stair climbers, sack boxes, pallet trucks, air cushions, fork lift trucks, acclimatized art 
trucks, truck cranes, low loaders etc.

Flexibility
You are looking for a partner who can take some of the burden off your shoulders by providing you with a broad range of 
services and yet still allows space for your own resources? We integrate your staff into the overall project. This means you can
input your own know-how and save costs. You make use of our services according to a modular system up to and including 
"turn key".
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Industry Service
Are you considering renewing your machine stock as part of the move? In this case we know the right specialists.

Current / target situation
Are the entrances to your company too narrow, is your firm situated on a main road or in a residential area? If so, it is essential 
to make the necessary applications for no-stopping zones or other traffic necessities in good time so that permits can be 
obtained punctually from the authorities responsible.

Coordinated plan
We guarantee that your boxes and furniture will arrive exactly at the destination that has been chosen for them! On the one 
hand, the system is simple and catchy, on the other hand, it is distinctive and unambiguous. We select the right system for 
your needs in consultation with you. That’s why nothing gets mixed up!

Assembly
Does your furniture or machinery have to be disassembled? Our technical team ensures that all the parts disassembled for the 
transport journey correctly assembled after the move. We supplement our teams as need be with carpenters, electricians or 
metalworkers.
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Project management
Do you prefer a direct contact partner? Our project manager is involved right from the outset and is always on hand as a 
contact partner during the entire move.

Packaging
Do you want to decide to whom you entrust your pictures, models or other valuable objects that require special attention? 
You can rely on our trained packers. At DB Schenker we have specialists for everything. From soft packing to specially 
produced wooden crates - we find the right solution.
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